The Committee then made certain proposals which briefly stated, are as follows:?
(1) The establishment of Tibbi schools in Bengal to be associated for clinical training with the recognized Government medical schools of the province; (2) the provision of scholarships for the purpose of sending, selected students to the Tibbi colleges at Delhi and Lucknow, these scholars being bound by agreement to enter a rural medical service or to practice in rural areas with the help of subsidies to be granted by local bodies, on the completion of their course; and (3) arrangements for post-graduate training of students qualified in the Tibbi system, under well-known hakims in different parts of India.
Defects of Proposals.
The chief defects of these proposals, the resolution points out, is that they are designed to produce a class of practitioners following a system of medicine which admittedly requires to be supplemented by a study of such vital subjects as midwifery, gynecology, surgery, bacteriology and the whole science of preventive medicine. The proposals, moreover, aim at giving a mere smattering of the Western system to students who in educational qualifications are much inferior to In the last twenty years the operation on the breast has quadrupled its gravity. The extent of the operation has reached its limit, and if our results are to improve, it must be by earlier diagnosis, along the lines just indicated.
The Etiology of Malignant New Growths. shown that certain carcinomata and sarcomata of human and animal origin with which he has experimented are caused by filter-passing or ultra-microscopic viruses. An analysis of the paper, however, leaves one very unconvinced of the validity of the conclusions drawn by Gye from the experiments performed by him, with one or two exceptions.
Rous showed that the sarcoma of the fowl, which bears his name, is caused by a filtrable virus. This is confirmed by Gye, and furthermore the latter worker has performed experiments which go to show that sarcoma 371S of the mouse is due to the same category of parasite. The conclusions drawn from these experiments would appear to be warranted by the results obtained, and the fact that the 37|S tumour can be transmitted from mouse to mouse by the utilisation of a cell-free filtrate is of very great interest. 
